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About me

▌ Developing PostgreSQL 4 fun and on behalf of Yandex Cloud

› Took part in ~60 patches

› Sometimes contributing to other databases

› Maintain WAL-G, Odyssey, SPQR and some other stuff



Why CIC?



https://www.pgcon.org/2019/schedule/events/1330.en.html 5
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!But indexes are not user data 
objects?
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Why things got complicated?

› Indexes are part of table description for planner
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Why things got complicated?

› Indexes are part of table description for planner
› Indexes must contain references to all new row versions 

by the time CREATE INDEX transaction commit
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Why things got complicated?

› Indexes are part of table description for planner
› Indexes must contain references to all new row versions 

by the time CREATE INDEX transaction commit
› Each transaction modifying data must update indexes
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Virtual transaction
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Real transaction (Xid)
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Prepared transaction (2pc)



Lock levels

Lock level Used by Conflicts with
ACCESS SHARE SELECT ACCESS EXCLUSIVE
ROW SHARE SELECT FOR SHARE \ SELECT 

FOR UPDATE
EXCLUSIVE

ROW EXCLUSIVE UPDATE, DELETE, INSERT SHARE
SHARE UPDATE EXCLUSIVE VACUUM SHARE UPDATE EXCLUSIVE
SHARE CREATE INDEX ROW EXCLUSIVE
SHARE ROW EXCLUSIVE ROW EXCLUSIVE + Self
EXCLUSIVE ROW SHARE
ACCESS EXCLUSIVE ALTER TABLE, DROP TABLE и т.п. ACCESS SHARE

https://www.postgresql.org/docs/14/explicit-locking.html
https://momjian.us/main/writings/pgsql/locking.pdf
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Indexes
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› Indexes should not affect results of the query, only 
performance

› So many access methods, shared infrastructure for all of 
them
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Indexes must contain references to all new row 
versions by the time transaction commit

M. Winand: Use the Index, Luke https://use-the-index-luke.com/sql/clustering/index-organized-clustered-index 17



How to CREATE INDEX ?

› Get ShareLock on the table

› Create tuple about index in system catalog

› Invoke access method’s index_build() routine

› Commit

▌ Fully transactional operation
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How to CREATE INDEX CONCURRENTLY?

1. Just build index somehow (even empty would work, but with less 
efficient resulting index)

2. Start inserting into it when new row versions are added

3. Validate index, ”catch up” missed row versions in (1)
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Index vaildation

▌ The actual extra work (besides locking)

Call index_bulk_delete() – but not for delete! 

Collects ctids from index

Sorts ctids (row ids)

Call heapam_index_validate_scan()

SeqScan of heap table subtracting ctids already in index
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How to CREATE INDEX CONCURRENTLY?

› Get ShareUpdateExclusiveLock on the table

› Create invalid index in the system catalog
▌ Prevent incorrect HOT chains

› Invoke access method’s index_build() routine

› Make index valid, bot not ready
▌ Each transaction must create tuple in this index now

› Validate index: catch up old rows

› Mark index ready for index scans
▌ Wait for old backends able to see too old tuples
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How to CREATE INDEX CONCURRENTLY?

› Get ShareUpdateExclusiveLock on the table

› Create invalid index in the system catalog
▌ WaitForLockers(heaplocktag, ShareLock)

› Invoke access method’s index_build() routine

› Make index valid, bot not ready
▌ WaitForLockers(heaplocktag, ShareLock)

› Validate index: catch up old rows

› Mark index ready for index scans
▌ WaitForOlderSnapshots(snapshot->xmin)
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ShareLock “barrier”
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table_open(relationId, ShareLock) WaitForLockers(heaplocktag, ShareLock)



Lock holders

Have vxid Have xid Lives in
vxid v ProcGlobal->allProcs[0:MaxConnections]
xid v v ProcGlobal->allProcs[0:MaxConnections]
Prepared xid v v PreparedXactProcs
Recovered prepared xid v PreparedXactProcs
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lockholders = GetLockConflicts(Relation, ShareLock)
foreach holer in lockholders

VirtualXactLock(holder)
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WaitForOlderSnapshots

Scan through procArray and look for old backend.



REINDEX CONCURRENTLY
1. create new indexes in the catalog

2. build new indexes

3. let new indexes catch up with tuples inserted in the meantime

4. swap index names

5. mark old indexes as dead

6. drop old indexes
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Hunting bugs
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February 2018: first encounter
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November 2020: S3 metadata repack at risk

pg_repack --index is essentially REINDEX

We were doing it cron job every week

▌ Saved up to 20% of disk space
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Bug analysis vectors

› GiST is not a cause of a bug

› COPY from

› HOT chains

› Prepared statements

› System catalog caches
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December 2020: reproduction
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Prepared transactions

▌ Own locks
▌ Own xid

› Don’t have vxid
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Lock holders

Have vxid Have xid Lives in
vxid v ProcGlobal->allProcs[0:MaxConnections]
xid v v ProcGlobal->allProcs[0:MaxConnections]
Prepared xid v v PreparedXactProcs
Recovered prepared xid v PreparedXactProcs
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lockholders = GetLockConflicts(Relation, ShareLock)
foreach holer in lockholders

VirtualXactLock(holder)



Lock holders

Have vxid Have xid Lives in
vxid v ProcGlobal->allProcs[0:MaxConnections]
xid v v ProcGlobal->allProcs[0:MaxConnections]
Prepared xid v PreparedXactProcs
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lockholders = GetLockConflicts(Relation, ShareLock)
foreach holer in lockholders

VirtualXactLock(holder)



XID \ VXID barrier problem

GetLockConflicts() returns vxids

VirtualXactLock() accepts vxids
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January 2020: Fix for 2PC
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April 2021: Bug ressurection
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Analysis

▌ VXID -> Backend XID -> 2PC XID
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May 2021: Reproduction
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June 2021: TAP tests with pgbench

▌ REINDEX CONCURRENTLY deadlocks with itself
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June 2021: TAP tests with pgbench
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Analysis, anger, bargaining, depression, acceptance
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Relation cache
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Using a table description in transaction lifecycle

▌ Take a lock on table
▌ Check shared invalidations (sinval)
▌ Check if relation in relcache

› Put relation description to cache
▌ …
▌ On commit send invalidation (sinval) if DDL happened
▌ Release lock
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Using a table description in transaction lifecycle
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Another sinval arrived



August 2021: Fix by Noah Misch
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September 2021: XID lock
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If we have vxid – we need to lock vxid 



And one more problem

▌ In PrepareTransaction()

ProcArrayClearTransaction(MyProc);

PostPrepare_Locks(xid);
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And one more fix

▌ In PrepareTransaction()

PostPrepare_Locks(xid);

ProcArrayClearTransaction(MyProc);
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ShareLock barrier

› Get conflicting VXIDs, if no VXID in PGPROC then take XID

› Wait for all VXIDs, wait for all XIDs

› For XID without known VXID search among 2PC
▌ Wait for all newly found XIDs
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October 2021: Fix pushed
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But still there are some problems
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The most complex bug 
I ever worked on

› Reproduced in production once in 3 month with 1 MRPS 
avg workload

› 3 Yandex services reported suspicious behavior from Feb 
2018

› 9 month of active investigation knowing where to search 
and what to fix

› Parts of the fix committed 4 times, 6 reviewers

› Tests triggered kernel bugs in 2 OSes
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February 2022: To be continued on Standby
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x4mmm

x4mmm @yandex-team.ru

Questions? J

Andrey Borodin


